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ABSTRACT

At the Unive rs l ty of l,tani toba cyc l ot ron a neut ron beam of ene rg'y

between 20.0 and 40.0 MeV has been developed over the period of August

l98l to the present. The parameters characterizing the neutron beam

have been measured. with eurphasis placed on the experimental

determination of the spatial distributlon which was measured for two

different collirnafor configurations. The intensity of the neutron beam

was measured by detecting lH(n.p)n recoil Protons resulting from

posÍtioning a polyethylene target in the beam. A relative measurement

of rhe differential eross section of the l2C(rr,¿)ll¡ reaction as well as

the width of the primary peak of the neutron energy spectrum were

experimentally determined by detecting deuterons produced in the

polyethylene target.

The results of the spatlal distribution measurement I^tere compared

to the results of a Monte Carlo Program written expressly for that

purpose. The ability of the Monte carlo sfmulation to predict the

CharacterlsÈ1cs of a neutron bearn aS a function of the collimator

conflguration. and the consequent usefulness of the program as a tool in

the design of a neutron collimator are discussed'
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CHAPTER I

nuclear probe

rDany

the

one

only

reasons for

exception of

isospin state

Neutron beams have lncreasingly been considered

INTRODUCTION

to protons, alpha particles and larger

this, one example befng that the other

the (alpha,alpha') reaction, commonly

lUC74l. The (n,p) charge exchange

data areisovector transitions. The resultant

as an a1 ternate

ions. There are

reactions, with

excite more than

reaction excites

easier to interpret

has noas fewer states are excited. In addition, aS the neutron

intrinsic charge, more deticate effects may be studied as neutron

reâctions are more sensitive to nuclear, rather than electromagnetic'

f orces.

of neutron beams for theraPeuticAs time goes on, the use

i s undergolng increasing

reaction cross sections and

Measurements of neutron

values are needed for

purPoses

induced

dosirnetry

rises, further

usage.

ke rma

calcufarlons up to, and possibly beyond, 50 Mev [MC75, DI79].

As awareness of the usefulness of neutron beams

neutron beams are being developed at various laboratories

world.

throughout the

The Universlty of California Crocker Nuclear Laboratory IUCZ¿] has

carried out work dealing with both polarized and unpolarized neutron

beans 1n the 20-60 lleV energy range investigating charge symmetry, time

reversal fnvariance and nucleon - nucleon forces. The unpolarized beam

is created by the bombardment of protons on a natural llthium target

I



with the neutrons extracted at 0o with respect to

beam 1s produced

the lncldent neutron

by accelerating

and extracting the

29,7o I SA75] .

beam. The polarized

unpolarized deuÈerons

resultent neutron bean

onto a pressurlzed lithfum cell

at a mean laboratorY angle of

neutron

A 45 to 75 MeV unpolarized neutron beam 1s ln operation at the

universlte catholique de Louvain, Louvain-le-Neuve, Belgium ILN8l ] .

They utilize a 6-10 nm thlck natural lithium target to create neutrons

via the 7l,l(p,n) reaction. The thicker than usual target results in up

to l.4xl07 n 
"""-1 

at the exit of the collimator 2 cm in diameter and

2.2 m do\^rnstream from the production target. Recent experiments have

dealt with the determination of the lH(r,,gamma)D capture cross section'

A high energy polarized neutron beam facilÍty has been developed at

rhe Indiana university cyclotron Facility (IUCF) for further

investigations of possible charge symmetry breaking in nucleon-nucleon

interactions. A t05 r 
"r-2"""-l 

,r".raton beam r{tith energies up to 200

MeV is created by bombarding a liquld deuterium target IIU8l] with

prot ons .

Another high energy, 200 to 500 I'leV, polarized and unpolarized

neutron beam is avallable at TRIWF' Vancouver, B.C' The TRI[IMF beam is

also created by bombardÍng protons onto a liquid deuterium target' The

neutron beam fs collinated at 90 with resPect to the target. The

typical neutron lntensity is l.5xl05 n s I ¡ar'lZZl. Experiments at

TRIUMF are concerned with possible charge-syrnnetry breaking and

nucleon-nucleon scattering.

2



A beam of polarized neutrons with energies ranglng up to 22 l4eV is

used at the Triangle Universltles Nuclear Laboratory ln North Carolina

to fnvestigate elastic and lnelastlc differential neutron cross sections

tTU82l. The neutron beam is created by directing deuterons onËo a 3 cm

long deuterium gas ce]l operating at a Pressure of 8 atm absolute.

The University of l'lanitoba cyclotron unpolarized neutron beam

presently has an atrainable flux of 3.7x104 n sec-l wÍth a 4 uA proton

current on the neutron production Èarget. The neutron flux is contained

within a radius of 1.2 cm at the exit of a I.9 meter long collimator'

Init ial ly , the 20 to 40 l'leV beam lras created by the the bombardment of a

.25 mm thick beryllium target LTith ProËons. The beryllium neutron

productÍon target has recently been replaced by a I mm thick natural

lithlum target. The neutron production targets were exchanged to

improve the resolution of the beam. This point is discussed further in

section (Z-2). Experiments to be conducted will include the study of

giant resonances and neutron radiative capture. Further work on the

rnedical aspects of neutron beams will also be a topic of experimental

work in the near future.

The description of the University of ìfanitoba neutron facility is

subdivided into four topics: (l) a description of the

collimator, (2) a discussion of the I'lonte carlo computer

predicts neutron bea¡n characterlstícs as a function

design, (3) a comparison of the Monte carlo results and

data, and ffnally, (4) the results of a measurement

distrlbutlon of the l2C(n,d) I l¡ reaction.

neutron beam and

program which

of co1 limator

experimental

of the angular

3



CHAPTER 2

2-l Introductlon

In the ffrst section of

producing a neutron beam are

advantages and/or dlsadvantages.

dealing w1 th Ëhe assemblY of

line.

along with

I MA70, UC66 ]

I]NIVERSITY OF }4ANITOBA NEUTRON BEAM

along with their various

the UniversitY

fo1 lowed by a sect ion

of l'lani t oba neut ron be am

(p,n) or

to create

reac t ions

their respective Q-values are listed in table (2't)

this chapter,

discussed,

Thís is then

the conmon nethods of

2-2 Neurron Beam Production Targets

Fast neutron production is generally accomplished through

(d,n) reacEions on several light elements which may be used

well defined neutron beams. The typical neutron production

4



Table (2. l) Neutron Production Reactions

React I on

D(d,n)3He

D(p,n)2p

T(p,n)3tte

T(d,n)4He

6r-i(p,n¡6Be

7li(p,n¡78"

9s"(p,n)9B

Q-value

3.27

-0.7 6

17 .59

-5.07

-r.64

-r.85

(MeV)

The cross sections as a function of incident proton energy for

several of the reactions listed above are ill-ustrated in figures (2.1)

and (2.2) [8A69,RA83,MA7O]. Beryllium is a common target used to create

neutrons. Beryllium has several advantages over the other elements

listed in table (2.1). Firstly, no sPecial precautions need be taken as

it is not inherently radioactive. secondly, it may be used without any

elaborate coolÍng considerations, âs the melting point of natural

berylliurn lies above l2O0 Celsius. Thirdly, it is chemically stable'

For these reasons it was used as the prellninary neutron production

target at the University of Manitoba and all work described in this

thesis eras carried out usfng such a target. The diagraur in figure (2.3)

I 8A69] shows the energy dístribution of neutrons created via the

9¡"(p,n)98 reaction. Although the secondary peak created by the

5



oo cross

energy peaks of the gneqP

reactions as a functlon of

Figure (2.1)

sectlon (mU sr-l) for

n) and

the high

7l,i(p n)

proton energy.

Figure (2.2)

0o cross sections (mu sr-l) for rhe high

energy peak of Ehe T(p n)3tt" reacÈion as a

function of Proton energy'

Figure (2.3)

0o dif f erentlal cross section (mb sr-l I'tev-l )

as a function of neutron energy for the 9S"(p n) and

7l,i(p.n)

30 MeV. The

reactions with an incident ProÈon

values on the absclssa rePresent

the neutrons with respect to the primary peak'

energy of

the energy of
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population of a 2.12 MeV state fn 9n wldens the energy dlstribution,

neutron beams created by natural berylllun targets are adequate for

purposes where flne energy resolutlon fs not of great importance' For

lnstance, intense beams of 60 MeV neutrons used for medical purposes are

produced uslng the 9ge(p,n) reaction at Louvain-la-Neuve IVY82].

A lithium neutron productlon target generates a more monoenergetic

neurron beam than does beryLliurn, as lllustrated in figure (2.3) [8469].

Lirhium has a much lower melting point (t80.5 oC) than does berylllum,

however, leaving it more susceptible to heat danage 1n a high current

proton beam. Þlore care is required in its handling since it readily

forms its nitride in air. Despite these difficulties, the improved

neuEron energy resolution narks it as a superÍor target for high

resolution work. As a result' a naËural lithium target has recently

replaced the beryllium neutron production target at the University of

l'lani toba cYclot ron.

Tritium neutron production targets provide intense' monoenergetic,

neutron beams for both the (p,n) and (d,n) reactions. Also, the T(d,n)

reaction is characterized by a high polarization transfer' However,

tritÍum targets suffer from lnherent difficulties' A pressurized

Èritium ce11 requires extensive ISO83] safety Precautions to protect

Iaboratory personnel from accidental exposure. Nevertheless, the

relatively high intensity of the resultant neutron beam fs the reason

for the existence of trltlum targets at both the University of Alberta

and at the Crocker Nuclear Laboratory at Davis, California.

7



Liq uid

The width

the T(p,n)3He

f fnal state

deuterium targets also yield high lntenslty neutron beams.

of the neutron energy dlstrlbutlon

reactlon, as the D(p,n)2p reactlon

interaction. These targets tend to

beams such as those at TRIUMF and

1s greater than that for

results 1n a three-body

be used with the hlgher

IUCF.energy proton

2_3 UNI\/ERSITY OF MANITOBA NEUTRON BEAM

A diagram of the UniversÍty of lvlanitoba neutron beam line is shown

in figure (2.t+7. The quadrupole magnets illustrated in the figure

(QI-Q4) are used to produce a parallel beam. Incorporated in the line

between the È\.¡o sets of quadrupole magnets are slits which may be used

to limit the spatial extent of the proton beam. During the neutron

runs, these slits are normally kept wide oPen to maximize the proton

flux on the neuËron production targeÈ. The switching magnet is normally

used to bend the proton beam into one of the alternate bearnpipes, but

since Èhe neutron line ls fn line r.¡ith the Oo beamline from the

cyclotron, the switching magnet is used as a means of steering the beam

s1íght1y to optinize transmission to the neutron production target. An

additional steering magnet is located just before the wal1 seParating

the cyclotron frorn the experimental area.

An tllustration of the neutron line on the opposite side of the

wall from the cyclotron is shol¡n in figure (2.5). Not shown in figure

(2.5) 1s a vlewfng screen whlch fluoresces when placed in the path of

the proton beam. The viewíng screen 1s sÍtuated Just upstream of the

neutron production target to provide a means of locating the position of

I



Figure (2 - r+¡

Schematic diagram of the University

and experinentaL area illustrâting

line.

of Manitoba

position of

cyclotron

Oo neutron
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Figure ( 2.5)

Schematic DÍagram of the University of Manitoba Neutron

Beam Line
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the proton bean.

screen and transmits

used to optlmfze the

A vfdeo camera records the tmage of

it to the control room where the

pos it ion of the bearn.

the fluorescing

lnf ormat ion is

A sptit ring Faraday cup (SRFC) (figure 2.6) is situated upstream

of the neutron production target to continuously monitor the position of

the proton beam. The SRFC serves a double Purpose. It monitors the

beam direction throughout an experinent by Èhe analysis of the ratio of

the beam current incident on each of its four jaws, and secondly, limits

the spatial extent of any halo around the proton beam to dimensions of

slightly less than those of Èhe neutron production target. In this

Banner irradiation of the target ladder containing the neutron

production target is avoided.

The neutron beam is produced via the 9¡"(p,r,)98 reaction (Q=-1.84

MeV) when the proton bean strlkes a 0.025 cu thick beryllium target.

The beryllium production target fs well shielded by 20 cm of lead to

degrade the energies of neutrons produced at large angles and to

attenuate gamma rays produced at the neutron production target. The

iron is surrounded by a concrete shielding wa11 to absorb thermalized

neutrons and further reduce gamma radiatíon.

Protons passing through the neutron production target are

dow¡wards into a Faraday cup by a proton sweep magnet, where

collected ln a graphite bea¡n stop (figure 2.5)- The Faraday

SO

are

1S

the

bent

t hey

cup

tha t

250

electrfcally isolated frorn Èhe remainder of the beaur lfne

proton beam current can be measured during experiments" The

il

Faraday cup



Figure (2.6)

Front and side view of the Split Ring Faraday Cup (SRFC)
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is also well shlelded by fron and concrete and water cooled to prevent

heat danage.

The neutron colllmator 1s placed inside a 1.4 meter alurninum beam

pipe whích is attached to the sweep magnet vacuum chamber on the side

opposite the producÈlon target. The collimator consists of a number of

10.2 crn diameter, 7.6 to 10.2 cm long iron cylinders. Each cylinder has

an inner diameter bore between 1.3 and 1.9 cm. Collimators of various

geometries may be constructed by a rearrangement of the iron cylinders.

The collimator pipe is enclosed by an aluminum box. This container

transforms the radial symmetry of the bearnpipe to a rectangular geometry

which can be more easily shielded by iron and lead bricks. The space

within the aluminum container is filled with lead shot. The area around

the container is surrounded by iron bricks forming a 60 cm x 60 cm

rectangular shield around the beampipe. Further shielding is provided

by large concrete blocks which thermalize neutrons of lower energy

scattered by the iron and lead.

The end of the beanpipe is covered in 3.0 mil of Kapton foil to

maintain the vacuurn within the neutron collimator. The neutrons emerge

from the collimator I.9 neters frorn the production target.

The neutron beam has several safety features to Prevent irradiation

of the experimental area or damage to the cyclotron vla loss of vacuum.

The most serlous problem in the operation of the neutron bearn woulcì be a

power fallure to the sweep magnet allowing the proton beam to pass

through the Kapton foíl wíndow at the end of the collir¡ator and into the

r3



experlmental area.

electrfcal lnterlock

the nain proton line

This is prevented by the lnstallatlon of an

ac ros s the sweep magnet whlch drops beamstops into

voltage across the nagnet coils falls below

to the large lnductance of the sweep magnet,

if the

value. Duea predetermlned

the beamstops

value at which

placed in the

supply and the

the rate of

drop lnto place before the magnetic field falls below the

protons can enter the colli¡nator. Flow switches are

cooling lines to the s\teep nagnet, the sweep magnet power

Faraday cup in such a manner as to drop the beamstops if

coofant flow falls below the value necessary to safely

operate the beam.

A scattering chamber is sÍtuated just outside the exit of the

collimator. A schematic diagram of Èhe scattering chamber is

illustrated in figure (2.7). The extended ârms r.¡ere designed to contain

nounted detectors well, removed from the rnain neutron flux. The arms may

be independently rotated with respect to the chamber support structure

to enable angular changes nrithout chamber realignment. The turntable

inside is also independently rotatable. Detectors requiring larger

solid angles are situated here rather than ln the extended arms. The

independent movement of both the chamber base and extended arms with

respect to the support structure and each other improve the flexibility

of detector geometry, allowing quick angular changes in detector

pos i t ion.

t4



Figure (2 .7 )

schematic Diagram of the Neutron Line scattering chamber
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Up to three targets may be placed on a target ladder whlch may be

vertically adJusted to place each target in the neutron bean. The

neutron beam enters and leaves the scatterfng chamber through 3.0 mi1

thick Kapton foil.

Not shown in ffgure (2.7) is

of one of the arns attached to

the chamber to attaÍn pressures in

a diffusion pump connected to the base

the chamber. This vacuum pump enables

the l0-5 Torr range.

l6



CHAPTER 3 EXPERIMENTALLY DET4RMINED NEUTRON BEAM

PARAMETERS

3-t Introduction

Neutron beams may be characterlzed by their spatÍal resolution.

lntensity and energy resolutÍon. The fo1lowíng chapter deals with the

measurement of the neutron spatial distribution followed by a section on

the experimental determination of the neutron flux at the scattering

target site.

3-2 Neutron Beam Spatial Distribution

3-2.1 Ìntroduction

The fntensity distribution of the neutron beam as a function of the

radfal distance outward from its centre is a najor parameter of the

beam. Ideally. a colliurated beam would be of equal intensity up to some

radial distance from its centre as defined by the neutron collimator and

then fall quickly to zero. However. this ideal case may only be

approached. Neutrons created at the site of the neutron production

target may strike the neutron colllmator. Neutrons may either scatter

back towards the scattering target or interact with the naterial which

comprises the collimator. Neutron fnduced reactions create a flux of

lower energy neutrons through such neutron producing reactions as the

(n,2n) or (n.3n) reactlons. among others. The degree to whfch the above

Processes may degrade the energy and spatial resoluÈlons of the neutron
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beam may be largely controlled by a well designed neutron collimator

A straight bore collimator ylelds a background lntensity of

neutrons wth degraded energies proportlonal to L-3 [SP7l] where L is the

length of the colllmator. To reduce thls component of the beam the

colllmator can be designed with a decreased dÍameter for its central

porrion. such a'forced reflection' IsP7l] collimator (figure 3'l)

reduces the background by inhibiting neutrons whÍch have elasticalLy

scattered in the collimator Èo reach the targec unless they scatter at

Ieast once again. An illustration of the Èwo collimators used in the

spatial distribution calculation is represented in figure (3'2)' The

collinator with the smaller ¡níddle bore was designed to simulate the

actionoftheforcedref}ectiontypecollimatorwhiletheother

collimator was purposely designed as a poorer collimator so a conparison

of the final results of the spatial disÈributions could be macìe' A

thorough dlscussion of neutron collimators may be found in references

ISP7t] and Il'{463].

Later.insection(4-4>acomputersimulationoftheneutron

profiles for boch collimators will be conpared to experimental results'

3-2.2 ExPerlnental Method

There are several rnethods by which the lntensity profile of the

measured. Firstly. a small scintillator may be

the beam and reposftloned after each measurement

However. the resultant resolut lon of

been poor due to the slze limitations

neut ron

p 1a ced

of the

be

of

flux.

beam naY

in the path

neut ron such a

ofameasurement would have

r8



Figure (3.I)

Diagram of a 'Forced Reflection' Type Collimator'

Path (a) represenEs a neutron unable to reach the

scattering target after scattering once' Path (b)

represents the double scattering which rnust occur if

the neutron scatters once and is to reach the target-
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Figure ( 3. 2)

IlLustration of the tlto collis¡ator configurations'

the simulated tapered and the poorly designed collimators

for which the neutron sPatial distribution v¡as measured'
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scintillator. Addltlonally. the neutron beam contained a slgnificant

ray discrimjnatlon.

been neasured by

thin target across the face of the bean and counting the gamma rays

enitted by lnelastic reactions as a function of position. However. this

nethod would have required an excessive amount of experimental time

s ince the lnelast ic cross sect ion ís relat ívely smal I at neut ron

energies exceeding 20 MeV.

A relatively simple method of rneasuring the neutron intensity as a

function of radial position is by activating a material placed in the

path of the beam. The intensity profile of the beam may be measured by

dividing the sample into many segments and neasuring the activity in

each after placing the sample in the neutron beam. Good resolution is

obtained with this method by dividing up the activation target Ínto as

snall segments as necessary. Many elements nay be chosen as the

activation target. Copper was chosen sÍnce the reaction products

induced by fast neutrons are easily identifíab1e by their gamma decay

spectra.

gamma ray conponent and 1t would

llquid scfntil lator for neutron

the intensity distribution could

have been necessary to use a smal I

Second 1y.

movi ng a

6 5C'., an<l (1g . 17, 6 3cu .

theÍr halfLives anri the

neutron induced reactions

and gamma

also have

Copper

'Iable (J,I )

energies of

in copper.

1s composed of two isotopes 30.97"

ILE78] gives the reaction producÈs

the decay gamma rays from possible

21



Table (3.1) Neutron lnduced Reactions on Copper

Reaction Q-value Halflife Gamma Ray Energies

(Ueft¡ (Z gamma rays per

nucleus decay)

6 5c,, ( n . 2., ) 
6 4c,,

63cu(n.3n)6lcu

63c'',(n. p¡63tli

63c.r(n.2n)62c'.,

63c,r(.,.¿)62Ni

63c,r(n,t)6tni

63cr-,(r,.31t")6lco

63c'.r(r,.alpta)6Oco

65c.r(n.p¡65Hi.

65c,r(n.3n)63c,,

65c,r(r,,4n)62c'

65c,r(n,t)63lqr

65c,r(r,,3He)63co

-9.91 r2.7 h

-t9-74 3.3 h

0.715 t00 y

9.73 m-5.3

1.346 (0.6+.2)

.283 (lj.r+.9¡

.656 ( n .7+.5)

1.r73 (0.36+.01)

.876 (0.16+.01)

.0674 (86.+3.)

r.33 (roo.)

r.48 (23.5+.8)

r.1r (r5.r+.4)

t.173 (82.É,+.8)

1.r3 (13.+t.;

1.173 (0.36+.ol)

.876 (0. l6+.01 )

65C.r(n,a1pha)62co -. 091 13. 9 m

-3.9

-8.24

-9.51

|.7r4

-r .35

-t7.8

-28.6

stable

stable

1.65 h

10.5 m

2.5 h

stable

9.73 m

-8.6 100. y

-12.2 27. s

-22-
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Many reaction products mây be created by different reactlons on the t\ro

isotopes. Slnce a computer si¡nulation w11l attempt to reproduce the

spatlal distributlon measurenent (sectlon 4-4). lt is necessary to know

by which reaction the radioactive nuclide was created since the

experimental ly determfned spattal distributlon has an energy dependency

due to the energy dependence of the activation reaction. As the energy

dependencies of the ma.jority of reactions have not been neasrtred at

these energies. the determination of the relative amount of an activated

nuclide produced by each possible reaction path introduces an error

which can be avoided. For example, the isotope 64C,, 
""n 

be created by

both the 65c,r(.,,2.,) and the 63C,r(nrgamma) reactions. Since the

(n,gamma) reaction proceeds favourably with lower energy neutrons than

the (n,2n) reaction. the calculation of the spatial distribution wotrlcl

differ between the two methods of measurement.

There are several additional criteria to be met before of the

used as the reaction to neasure

any

theabove reactions may be

distribution of the neutron

should noE be less than

beam. The halflife of the residual

intens i ty

nuclide

a few rninutes. otherwise the amount of the

activated nucllde Ín the sample will remaín at a low level. Also if

the halflife 1s too sma11. small errors in the analysÍs times

(lrradiation time and time between beam shutdown and sanple analysis)

wtl1 result 1n a large absolute error. On the other hand, the halflife

should not be more than several hours or the background count rate will

contribute too much Èo the overall spectrum.
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The reactlon cross sectlon rnust be of sufflcient slze 1n

ernltted

the energy

per nuclearrange of lnterest. The frequency of gamma rays

decay must al-so be of sufficient magnitude so Èhat

interest is clearly visjble above background.

the gamma ray of

63The Cu(n,3n) (Q = -19.74 MeV) reaction was used as the activation

reaction to determine the relative neutron flux. The reaction cross

section has not been measured to date. but

i nduced react i on cros s

similar neutron energies,

region of the primary

approximately 140 mb.

sect ions of other

it was expected to

neutron beam with

from analys i s of neut ron

elements such as iron at

dominate in the energy

the cross section rising to

colLirnator

d i rectly in

act ivat ion

configurat ions

the path of

The intensitv distributfon of the neutron beam was measured for two

by placing forty 4

the colli¡nated

3xSxl4mm copper blocks

beam. A diagram of the

target may be seen in figure (3.3).

The copper blocks were placed in the path of the beam for a periocì

of several halflives of the nuclid. 61C,, (rl/Z = 3.3 hours) before a

single block rdas removed for analysis. The copper blocks were analyzed

individually by placing each of them directly onto the surface of a

Ge(Li) detector. The spâce vacated by the copper block under analysis

was taken up by a dunmy copper segment to ensure that the geometry of

the actlvation target remained unchanged during whlch tfune the remainder

of the copper segments remained under beam exposure. After counting for

approximately thro halflives the copper block un<ìer analysis was

2t1



Diagram of

Figure ( 3.3)

the Copper AcËivation Target used in

the Neutron Spatial Distribution Heasurement.
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replaced in 1ts former posltlon while another copper segment v¡as

analyzed. The orders fn whlch the copper blocks erere chosen for

analysis rrrere such as to reduce any systematic errors whf ch nighr have

developed due to changes 1n the gamma ray detector efficlency or to

changes in the ratio between the neutron flux and proton current. Every

second copper se¡lnent was selected by starting at one side and removÍng

them for analysis until the opposite end was reached. The remaining

segments were chosen in a similar fashion starting at the the opposite

end of the target and moving in the opposj te direction. Consequently. a

change in the neutron to proton ratio or detector efficiency would have

been be evident as a jagged spatial distribution. No such errors were

obse rved .

3-2.3 Results

The relatÍve intensity distribution across the neutron beam was

measured by counting the gamma rays ernitted by the neutron activated

nuclides from each copper block as they decayed. The detector was

calibrated before analysis by detecting the gamma rays from 22Nu un,l

6oCo. A background spectrun and typical analysis spectrum are shown in

figures (3.4) and (3.5). Count rates ürere generally in the area of 170

hz- There srere two main sources of gamma ray backgrouncJ. Firstly. the

analysÍs of the copper blocks took place v¡hiIe the cyclotron was in

operation. The cyclotron's oPeration produces a wide range of gamna

rays of varying energies. Since the detector vlas placed well away from

the cyclotron wlth a concrete wa11 and lead shielding separating the

26



Figure (3.4)

Background Gamura Ray Spectrum of the Ge(Li) Detector

Figure (3.5)

Typical Gamma Ray Spectrum from Copper Target
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two, the resultant gamma rey background was greatly reduced. Secondly,

several peaks fn the background specÈrum vtere caused by an accldental

activation of the Ge(L1) detector in the past. Prominent background

peaks may be found in channel 255 corresponding to the positron

annlhilation energy of .5ll MeV and in the channels 297, 304 anrt 729.

The . 283 l,leV and .656 MeV peaks in the gamma ray spect rum result ing f rom

the decay of the 6lCu nuclide are located in channels 141 anrì 327 '

respectivelY.

The proton current on the neutron productlon target is an

factor in the calculation of the relative neutron inËensity-

of any fluctuation or change in the

production target throughout the

necessary for an accurate calculation

proton current on the

essential

I(nowl ed ge

neu t ron

coPper

of the

irrad ia t ion is abso I ute 1 Y

relat ive neutron intens itY.

A program compatible with the data collection software used on the

VAX 750/11 computer hras therefore written to record the charge colLected

in the Faraday cuP every l0 seconds ' A sample hisÈogram dePictlng the

proton current detected by the Faraday cup as a function of time is

illustrated in figure (3.6). The current sample was taken 1n the early

stages of a run. After beam oPtimization the proton current attained a

value exceeding lO.O nicroamperes. The larger minima fn the proton

current graph results from momentary radiofrequency problems during the

cyclotron's oPerâtlon.
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Figure ( 3.0¡

Faraday Cup Current (pA) as a Function of Time
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The relatlve neutron flux on the activation tarEiet nay be

calculated from the Proton current into the Faraday cup and the

intensity of gamma rays detected from the âctivatfon terget. A thorough

analysis of the method used to calculate the intensity through target

actlvatlon may be found the appendix (A).

The relative intensity of the neutron beam collimated by the first

colllmator geometry is represented in figure (:

distributlon. plotted in figure (3-8) was

7). The second

measured for theintensity

straight bore collimator with missing inner segments for comparison.

Errors in the measuremenË of the neutron spatial distribution \^¡ere

dorninated by statistical sources but several possible sources of

systematic errors

here.

as well as their effecÈ on the results are discussed

Gamma ray background was subtracted from the data by fitting a

straight line through points on either side of each peak in the gamma

ray spectrum. ltre sizeable gamma ray background was the major source of

error in the spatial dlstribution outsÍde the urain flux of the neutron

beam where the gamma ray peaks were much s¡naller in magnitude. The peak

and background statistical uncertainties were combined by summing the

square of the two errors. and taking the square root of the result.

The charge lntegrator which collected the current from the Faraday

cup was calibrated prevlous to each run. Any errors in the calculation

of the relatlve amount of current through the neutron production target

would be lnsignificant compared to Èhe errors generated elsewhere'
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Figure ( 3.7)

Neutron Spatial Distribution as Experimentally

Determined for the Tapered Collimator

Figure ( 3.8)

Distribut lonNeutron Spatial

De te rmined for the Poor

as ExperimentallY

Collimator
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The period of tine between the removal

the neutron beam and the beglnnlng of

Ge(Li ) detector was neglected. Each

of the copper target from

its analysis fn front of the

analysls perlod lasted

of thís error has beenllmitapproximately four hours. An uPPer

calculated as 1.2 7" by determlnlng the

enit ted ln the fnterval of tine in

transport with respect to the number of

period of analysis.

An upper li¡nit error of 0

account the possibilfty of

Ge(Li) detector.

5 7" has been assigned to take into

a minor shift in the calibration of the

percentage

whlch the

gamma rays

of the ganma rays

copper sanple was in

enitted during the

After the analysls of each copper target rlras conpleted, it was

placed back lnto its original position. It r¡ould have been posslble to

displace the target assembly fron its original position during the

process. The maximum displaceurent which could have occured could have

been no more than I mm, sfnce the location of the activation targeÈs \./as

roarked to Èhís accuracy previous to each run. A displacement of I mm

would not have resulted in a difference in the spatial dístribution

neasure¡oent for the central portion of the beam since Èhe intensity

distrlbution can safely be assumed to be uniform near the beam axis.

The results of the Eeasurement near the bean edges could differ by a

maxlmum value of 12 % after a displacement of I nm because of the large

variation of neutron intensity wíth resPect to posltion at that

location. However, since the spatlal distribution fs quite symmetric

around its center, the probabtllty that the activation targeEs r.Iere
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moved by as nuch as I mm is quite renote

3-2.4 Discusslon

As can be expected a larger flux of neutrons emanated from the

poorer collimator because of tts larger bore but also a larger

proportion of neutrons r.¡ere outside the maln beam creating, a tail in

the spatial distribution of flgure (3.8) which is absenÈ from the

spatial distribution of the tapered collimator. This is due to the

increased area along the sides of the collinaËor from whÍch the neutrons

may elastically scatter before reachlng the activatÍon target

In section (4-4), the calculated spatial distribution of the

neutron beam will be described ancl compared to the experimental results.

3-3 Neutron Intensity

3-3. I Introductlon

, The intensity of neutrons with energies within the

the neutron spectrun vras measured by detecting recoil

by the lH(n,p)n reacÈion. The method and results of

measurement are the toPics of this section

primary peak of

protons produced

the int ens í tY
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3-3.2 Experimental Method

Neutrons hrere generated by bombarding 30 MeV protons onto a .025 cm

thlck beryllium neutron productlon target. The proton energy u,as

determined by positionlng the cyclotron strlPplng foi 1 at a

predeteruined radius. Tt¡e method used in determining the energy of the

priurary proton beam has an lnherent uncertalnty of approxirnately +1.5

MeV.

The neutron

f rom the ttt(n.

the different ía1

intensity was

p)n reactlon

cros s sect ion

lH07l l

determi ned

generated at

of the ttt(r,

the neutron

by detect ing

a polyethylene

p)n reaction

flux can be

recoil

targe t .

is well

prot ons

Since

known

from the Iiterature calculated if the

intensity of protons scåttered at a specific angle is measured.

The neutron lntenslty was calculated over t\.to seParate runs

During both measurements the identical 10.5 mg cm-2 polyethylene target

was placed dírectly in the path of the neutron bean. The detector setup

is illustrated ln figure (3.9). Recoil protons were detected in a

series of three Ortec silicon surface barríer detectors ' The

characteristics of each detector used in the intensÍt.y neasurenent is

illustrated in table (3.2¡.
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Figure ( 3.9)

Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for the

detection of recoil Protons following the lH(n,P).,

reaction.
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Table (3.2) Recoll Proton Detector Arrangements

Lab Angle

(degrees)

30.

35.

Run Number of Detectors Silfcon Surface barrier

Detector Thickness (mm)

3

3

I

2

.10 t.0 2.0

.10 t.0 2.o

The gains of each detector were matched as closely as

to each run and checked after the completion of

source e¡nitting 5.48 MeV alpha particles was used

nearest detector of each detector configuratÍon after

possible

each run

prev i ou s

A 24lAÍì

a pulser was

other tr,,¡o

to calibrate the

r¡h 1c h

calibrated to the

detector signal

before and after

alpha source

amplifiers. The detector

and used to calibrate the

analys is to

expe riment .

detectors to

from reaching

account for mi nor deviations

thick wereBrass collimators 3 mm

prevent charged particles not

the detectors.

each run. Smal1 correctÍons

calibrat ion was completecì

vle re made in the f i nal

of the gains during the

placed in front of the

created at the Èarget site

The signals fron the detectors in each configuratÍon were used to

generâte a two-dimenslonal plot of the energy lost in the first detector

versus the total energy of the charged particle. Due to the charge and

nass dependence of the energy loss of a charged particle within the

detector, charged particle dÍscriminatlon was enabled by setting up

computer generated gates on the resultant two-dirnensfonal plot. Single

dlmenslonal energy distrfbutlons ltere generated by pro-jecting the
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contents of the tr¡o-dimensional gate onto the total energy axls

3-3.3 Results

An example of a tvto dimensional energy plot is illustrated in

figure (5. l). A typlcal recoil proton energy distribution is

illustrated in flgure ( 3. l0). The low energy shoulder in the recoil

proton energy spectrum occurs at the minimum proton energy at which the

proton could pass through the first two detectors and .'iust enter the

third. Events needed to trigger the first two detectors to be recorded

during Èhe actual experiment, but in the final data analysis a

coincidence in all three detectors v¡as necessary before an event was

recorded.

The energy of

sensitive to Èhe

energy disÈribution was wÍdened

the detectors. Table ( 3.3)

individual

scattered protons from the lH(., P)n

the recoil proton

reaction is

scattering angIe.

due to the acceptance angles of each of

the kinemat Íc energy spreads r.¡hích

geometries.

As a result

resulted frorn the

presents

detector
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Table (3.3) Recoll Proton Energy Losses

Angle

(dee)

Openlng Angle

(dee)

Ene rgy Sprea<l (MeV)

in target kinemat ic

35 11 .20

.17

3.8

30 8.0 3.7

Since it was difflcult to determine the width of the primary peak of the

neutron spectrum due to the relatively Iarge recoil proton kinernatic

energy spread contribution to the proton energy spectrum, a ¡nethod nore

sensitive to the energy spread of the prlmary neutron beam was chosen.

The energies of the deuterons created by the l2c(n.¿)lls react Íon are

not as sensiË1ve to the scattering angle as protons from the lH(n.p)n

reaction. The method used to calculate the width of the neutron energy

distributfon by detecting deuterons at several angles is described

further on in sect ion ( 5-4. I ) .

A fractional value. 'r'. of the neutrons ín the neutron energy

spectrum are located outslde, but within 10 l'leV, of the primary peak.

If the neutron intensity is determined within l0 MeV of the primary

peak, one can calculate the neutron intensfty of the primary peak by

subtracting these lower energy neutrons. Therefore the number of

neutrons withln the prfrnary peak rnay be calculated by nultiplyÍng the

number of neutrons detected within 10.0 MeV of the prinary peak by the

value of 'I-t'. For 30 MeV lncident protons on berylliurn. the value of
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'r'equals 0.5 [8469].

The energy dependence of the llt(n,p)n scattering reactf on r¡¡as

removed fron the proton energy distrfbution by dividing each element of

the hfstogran by the value of the lH(n,p)n differential cross section

IH07ll. As a result, the neutron intensfty was calculated as follows

T.?
\-r I
\fÂ doF

_r n)
tOt proton flux (MeV )

.(.L: solid angle (sr)

e i target density (.*-2)

[n=

x: target thickness (cm)
't

dg : -H(nrp)n scaÈtering
dE cross section {.*21't.v-l ¡

Where the summation extends over the elenents of the histogram where the

energy of the incident neutron is within l0 MeV of the primary peak.

The summation is extended to l0 MeV of the primary peak because of the

large kinematic energy spread contribution to the recoil energy spectrum

due to the sensitivity of the proton energy to the scattering ang1e.

Table (3.4) tabulates the pertinent data used in the calculations

of the neutron intensity

'r I 1...'.. ,.l. ; !:a..;. /

.,), l '..'.]|]\.ì'l..I I ;'.:ri:! !ìi'.;: i'

,l : ..'l.::'. r..,r:1: ':,r..r': -., 1\r lr'. _-.'
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Table ( 3.4)

De t ect or

Angle

(dee)

35

30 6.0lx I 0

Neutron Intensfty

Solld Angle Corrected

subtended by Proton Count

detector (sr)

5.76xto-3 533+5

-3

Charge on

product ion

target (uC)

1.3lx106

l.24xt06

Neutron Flux

(n uA-1r""-l

-)-cm -)

8.3x 103

47 A+4 7 .4x l0 3

flux is approximately

cm radius 1.9 m away

The experimentally calculated value of the neutron
? _1 _1 _'

( 7.8+.S)xl0' n uA-'sec-'cm-' within a circle of 1.2

from the neutron production target.

The ma.jor source of error in the calculatÍon of the neutron

intensity was Ëhe statistical error encountered in the peak integration.

Additionally. the CH2 target is not constftuted of an exact 2:l ratio of

hydrogen atorns to carbon atons. The ratio varíes slightly. depending on

the exact method used in the production of the polyethylene.

Another source of error is due !o the contrÍbutÍons to the

kinematic energy spread in the energy of Ehe recoil protons. Since the

recoil proton's energies are spread to a large degree due to the

kinematics of the lH(n.p)n reaction rather than a spread in the energy

of the lncident neutron beam, the approximation of equation ( I )

fntroduces an error. The exËent of the error is quite srnall, since a

calculation of the neutron lntensity assumlng all neutrons originate

wlthin the prlmary neutron peak ylelds results less than four percent

larger than the intensities tabulated in table (3.4¡.
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CHAPTER 4 NEUTRON COLLIMATOR SIMUII,TION

4-r Int roduc t fon

In the past. collimator deslgn has been based on semi-empirjcal

design conslderatfons. Other neutron beams have been desfgneri \,rithout a

thorough analysis of collimator desfgn to optinize the quality of the

beaur. The Monte Carlo progran. COLINEUT. described in this chapter

represents an effort to sÍmulate neut.ron collination and subsequently

design an optfmum neutron colliurator for neutron energies less than 40

l'leV. The program has been designed to predict the effect of collirnator

design changes on the characteristics of the neutron beam.

The following section deals with the urethods used in the Monte

Carlo program to sfmulate the flight of a neutron. Further on. some of

the tests which

cons i st ency are

of neutron spatial

be compared to the

the program underwent

ment loned . Final 1y . a

distrlbutions for two

experimental results

to prove its reliability ancl

conparison of COLINEUT's results

collimator configurat ions wi1 1

arrived at earlier.

4-2 Method

4-2.1 Introductlon

neutron beam energies up to approximately 40.0 MeV ir is

of neutron lnteractlons with targetef fect s

AI

pos s ib le

nuclei.

to calculate the

At higher energies

accurately because

lt is much more difficult to calculate the

of the number of reacÈion channels open andreact lons
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the degree of complexi ty of many-body react I on klnemat {cs . The

simulation follows the path hlstorles of neutrons wlth energles greater

than 4.0 MeV and less than 40.0 MeV. Below 40 l"leV. reactions lnvolving

rnore than four bodies in the flnal state generally do not contribute to

the reactfon processes. At energles lower

elast ic col 11 slons

than 4.0 MeV, neutron energy

loss is nainly caused by If the progran attempts to

follow 1ow energy neutron scattering from nucleus to nucleus with very

smal I energy loss

increase dramatically

program's output.

suffered per collision. the CPU time consumed would

with a negligable increase in the accuracy of the

Tracing the progress of a neutron through a material requires a

knowledge of many neutron reaction cross sectÍons over the energy range

of interest. An extenslve data base has been collected which contains

the cross sections of seven elements iron, lead

oxygen, carbon and silicon.

induced react ions of each

A description of the

of the seven elements

ls comprised

Q-values are

for Èhe (n,p)

calciun, hydrogen.

possible neut ron

is described in a

University of l'lanÍtoba internal report soon to be published-

Each element is represented by its most abundant

occurring fsotope. This approximation will not affect the

neutron interactions with the elements comprised of a single

A1l elernents represent.ed ln the data base consist of one

of 52 -37 2o8Pb, 23.62 2o6Pb

natura I Iy

resul t s of

isotope.

dominant

very simllar among the three

reacË1on cross section. As

isotope except

and 22.67 2o7Pb

for lead. Lead

ï'he react ion

dominant lead lsotopes. excePt

the (n,p) reactlon cross section is very sma1l compared to the other
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reactlon cross sectfons. the

single 2o8Pb isotope should

approxlnatfon of representing lead by the

not disturb the flnal results.

A descriptfon

sect ions wf 1 I be

of the data base

soon be printed

methods in

used in determlnlng the cross

as an lnternal report. Informat ion

deterrninlng the various react ionregardi ng

excitat ion

the accuracy and

functions may be found there.

4-2.2 The Incident Neutron Beam

COLINEUT assumes that the neutron beam is created by a proton beam

between 20 and 40 MeV incident on a neutron production target. The

neutron energy spectrum originating at the production target may be

either specifÍed by the user via a data file or chosen as a square or

Gaussian distribution of variable half-width.

The size

specif led by

distribution

a pproximat ed

account the

target.

A constant flux per

chosen for the angular

falls to zero for larger

would result ln a longer

1J-rL1- 
'---_-^- 

t-ä trcg.r rB-r uIe Iltc I eatie J. Il

of the target spot where

the user before executlon of

of the neutrons originat ing

by a Gaussian distribution.

the neutrons

the program.

on the target

This calculation

originate is

The intensity

has been

takes into

lntensity distrlbution of the original proton bearn on the

unft solid angle angular spread of

distribution of the neutron beam.

50 has been

The

angles. A larger angular spread

executlon time for the Monte Carlo

the accuracy of the results. The

lntensity

than thí s

process and

progran is
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only concerned wlth the neutrons whlch make it to the opposite end of

the collimator.

4-2.3 Collimator Geometry

The collimator geometry is speclfied before execution tine. The

collfurator program allows a large degree of flexibility in choosing the

characteristics of the neutron collirnator.

The col limator may be subdívided into as nany as twenty

longitudinal segments of various lengths. Each of these segments may be

subdivided into Ëvro to five cylinders along the sane axis. An

illustration of the geometric possibilities is given in figure (4.1).

The first radial segment must consist of a vacuum. but the user has a

choice of an iron, lead or concrete composition for any of the other

colli¡oator segments.

A scattering target is positfoned a distance ar¡ay fron Ëhe encl of

the collinator opposÍte the neutron production target. The rectangular

dimensions of the scattering target are also specified by the user along

with its disEance frorn the productÍon targeË. The characteristics of

the col limated neutron beam are measured at the plane of the scattering

target.
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Figure (4.1)

An example of possible geometrÍc configurations

for computer generated collimator
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4-2.4 Reactlons

If the results of the progran are to be

neutron reactions

accurate . the algori thms

withÍn the collimator mustvarlousdescrlbing the

approximate the

rvh lchProces ses

algorithn

actual neutron interactlons. The many

the neutron rnay undergo each require a

separate

speci fic

desc ri bedto describe the interactlon properly. The reactions

by the Monte Carlo code are listed in table (4.1).

Table (4.t) Neutron Reactions

(n.n) (eLast Íc )

(n.n') (inelastic)

(n.2n)

(n,np)

(n.n alpha)

(n 3n)

(n.2np)

(n,2n alpha)

(n.p)

(n.d )

The total cross section is the sum of the reactions listed above. I"Ihat

follows is a brlef descriptlon 1n the manner in whlch the Monte Carlo

code handles the separate processes.
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energy range handled

handled as accurately

Elastic Scatterfng

The elast ic scattering cross sectlon dominates throughout the

the code. Therefore its descrfptlon rnust be

d' V1.\ -e- (2)

by

es possible.

The scattering angle 1s chosen using probability distributions

calculated fron angular distributlons contained in a data base. The

differential cross sectfons were taken from experimental resulËs for

neutron energies less than approxlmately 16.0 MeV. At higher energles

the dif ferential cross sections have not been experimentally determinecl

to the same degree of accuracy as they have at the lower energies. an<l

several gaps exist in the published data. I.Ihere no data were found. the

differentiaL cross sections u¡ere approximated by values calculated by

the Born approximatlon. The scattering amplitude uray be calculated as

follows:

1c
{rÐ c

3
à

1' lr-l'I
it lrl= lrl , tL"
1= ¿k'in (7a)

If the nuclear potentlal ls assuned to be

'b'. the lntegral of equatlon (2) may be

a slnple square well of radius

48
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(3)

Therefore, the relative differentlal cross section can be calculated

ISC66] by evaluating the integral and squaring rhe resulr.

L (4)

${e; =
c sin (1.)Jn

b

)
o

If 'qb' 1s much smaller than 1.0. then the above expression may be

approximated further

åç
dø
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\ "ù-Ðe /

2-

The factor within the

(s)

the

argument of the sine funct ion

positions of the maxima and urinima of

minima of the experimentally determined

the total elastic cross sect ion itsetf

in the literaËure,

calculated by fitting

( 5) to the maxima and

the energy 'E'. As

determined accurately

needed. At each

ã' , was

equa t i on

data at

has been

of theonly relative

angular range

va lue s

differentÍa1 cross section throughout the of

cross section was

energy, the integral of the approximated

normalized to the elastÍc scattering cross

interest \{ere

differential

section.

In figure (4.2). a differential cross section calculated r^rith the

above approximation (data points) fs compared to actual experÍmental

results (solid line) [EN67]. The maxima and miniua of the tu¡o graphs

match well, as do the relaÈfve nagnitudes of the first and second

naxima. At the larger angles the approximation breaks down due to the

snall angle approxirnatlon used in the evaluation of the differential

cross section. However. as the magnltude of the angular distribution

dlmfnishes at these angles. the divergence does littIe to effect the

results.
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Conparison of

cross section

calculatlon using

Figure (4.2)

56P"(n n) elastic differential

(m¡ sr-l). Er.,=26 l*leV. with

the Born approxlmation (Eq. 5).
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Once

calculated

conpletely

the polar scatterlng angle of

the azlmuthal scatterfng

describe the ner.r dlrectlon

the scattered neutron has been

angle nust be calculated to

chosen from a uniforn

of flight. The azlnuthal

distribution betrrreen zero andscât tering angle I s

its maximum value.

the neutron is then

Given the scatterÍng angles the outgolng energy of

calculated using relatlvistic kinernatics.

Inelastic Scattering

The neutron inelastic cross section approaches the magnitude of the

neutron elastic cross section below I - I0 MeV for most nuclei. As

other reactÍon channels open at higher energies. the

section quickly decreases in magnitude. Consequently.

reduced as the neutron energy increases. However its

inelastic cross

its importance is

cont ribut i on to

the overall neutron energy distribution may not be overlooked.

The inelastic cross section is the sum of many partial cross

sections corresponding to the excitation of the target nucleus to higher

1eve1s. A statistical method of determiníng the neutron energy

following an inelastic reaction gives IF071]
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('n,(E,E') = on,(E) )
1

FI

exr, (å)"I
t- barns

MeV

T : nucLear temperature (MeV)

/6.\

(7)

Using the approxination

I (E') T (Eì /=-;-v L/ a

The values of the nuclear leveI density para$eter IF071 ] are listed

below

a

Nuclear LeveI DensicY Parameter

Atonic Number Nuclear Level Density

-t(Mev-'¡

27 0.4 5

63 2

I 15 8

l8r l0

23r L2

nucl,ear Ìevel. densi ty
parameter (¡'lev-l )

Parameter

UsÍng the

has been used

above relatlon, the followlng probability distrlbution

1n calculatlng the neutron energy distributlon following

an lnelastic colllslon
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o¡'(e,e') (8)

The method by which values Ì{ere calculated from probability

distributions is discussed in appendix (B) [LABl,KN73].

The scattering angles of the outgoing neutron are chosen similarly

to those for elastÍc scattering once the energy of the outgoing, neutron

has been chosen.

Three-Body Final State

The reactions, such as (n,2n) and (n,np)-

.( E' exp (- .'\IF 
)

dominate

three-body final state

the neutron nonel.ast ic in the energy range

low energy neutrons

proce s se s betvteen t5

in thisand 35 MeV ancl are an iuportant source of

energy range

The three-body final state nay produce one or two neutrons whose

resultant paths must be traced by the program. All reactions have been

assumed to proceed as single step reactlons. Actual neutron energy

distributions following a three-body breakup at few tens of l'le\/ are in

fact. strongly influenced by neutron evaporation from the residual

nucleus" ltre program is therefore conservative in that it overestÍmates

the number of neutrons wlth energles a few MeV below the primary peak at

the expense of the neutrons with lower energies.
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The four scattering angles of the two particles produced by the

by a unlform probablllty distrlbutlon over thejrreactlon

a I lowab le

produc t s

Lorentzlan

are chosen

range ln the cent re of mass. The energies of the react ion

probabillty distributlons derived from

space calculatlons IoE73]. A sample

the three-body final state generated by the

56r"(n.2r,)55re reactlon is lllustrated in

probabillty

are chosen from

lnvariant phase

distributlon for

Monte Carlo code following a

flgure (4.3).

Four-Body Final State

The four-body final state reactions generally tend to dominate the

nonelastic reaction channels above 30 MeV. Time considerations prohibit

the introduction of an exact phase space analysis of the four-body case.

Therefore an approxiuratlon has been introduced to generate the energy

distributions for the partfcles produced by this type of reaction.

To solve the kinematic equatlons for an (n.3n) reaction. twelve

variables must be supplied under the constraint of four energy and

r¡omentum conservat ion laws . The assumpt lon of part icles be Íng emi tted

isotroplcally ln the centre of mass decreases the number of unknowns to

six, slnce the angles may be chosen randomly nrlthin their allowab1e

values. Again, thls approximation wl11 result in a sllght enhancement

of lower energy neutrons. The Monte Carlo Progran calculates a

triangular distribution peaking between zero and the maximun energy

klnematicalty allowed to the flrst outgoing partlcle. A sirnilar

dfstrlbutlon ls calculated for Èhe second particle produced and the
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Figure ( 4.3)

Energy distribution of outgoing neutron

following a three-body final state breakup

determined by phase space calculations.
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energy of

values at

that the

resenbl,e

energy

the thlrd particle ls calculated from conservatfon laws. The

whlch the triangular energy

dístribut lon of the

distrlbutions peaks r{ere chosen so

three partlcles ernitted would

each other.

Four-body f1nal state react ions generally have large negat ive

Q-values , result ing in the creatlon of low energy neutrons. The

inaccuracy in the approximation is noË expected to effect the results to

any large extent as the trlangular distributlons were chosen to simulate

the actual energy distributions of the outgoing neutrons.

Secondary Neutrons

All the above reactlons concern processes in which a neutron exists

in the fÍnal state. Charged particles produced by neutron absorptive

reactions are not traced further. The charged particles could produce

other neutrons. but since the proton range ls much shorter than that of

a neutron of the satre energy. the number of nuclear reactions induced by

a proton compared to that of a neutron is correspondingly diminished.

Therefore. the number of neutrons r¡¡hich may be produced by these charged

particles is assumed to be sufficiently small to be neglected

altogether.

All resultant angles and energies of the neutrons produced by Èhe

above reactfons are calculated 1n the centre of mass system. After all

calculatíons are conpleted, the values are relativistically transformed

lnto the lab frame.
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In the progran, the probablllty of a three-

state react lon occurrlng is determined solely

program assumes

and four-body final

by the reaction cross

al l res ldua1 nuc I e isectlon at each energy. The

populate the ground stete.

created by three- and four-body

excltatlon of

dÍstribution

the residual target

as calculated by the

The energies of the outgoing neutrons

flnal state react ions depend on the

nuc leus. Therefore the final ene rgy

willProgran rn

have a

previously

energies

seeking an

slight bias toward

a slight increase

high energy

in the flux

its present

neut rons .

of neutrons

state

As ment ioned

with these

does not effect the purpose of the program. The program is

optimum design of a neutron collimator.

4-2.5 Tracing Neutrons Through Collimator

The distance a neutron travels before it interacts with the

collimator materlal 1s calculaÈed

dependent on the total neutron cross

as follows'

P (x) exp ( -opx )

using a probability distribution

section and density of the material

(9)

flight distance (cn)

total cross section (..2
-3density (crn -)

x3

Az

p:

neu tron
neu tr on

mater ial

The manner in whfch a value wfthfn a specified range of values from a

given probabillty distributlon fs calculated is discussed 1n appendix

(B). At the neutron's new poslt.lon, the neutron may engage 1n any of a

several processes dependent on its new clrcumstances. Table (4.2)
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summarlzes the posslble sltuatlons which may arise and the corresponding

declsions.
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Tabte (4.2) Neutron Path Declslons

Si tuat lon Out c ome

Neutron in same collimator Choose another reaction at new

segment as origlnal position of neutron repeat.

Neutron in new collimator Place neutron at boundary of

s egme nt old collimator seglnent and

neighbouring segment along the

flight direction

Calculate new

properties of

neutron off in

of the neutron.

pathlength

new material.

us ing

Send

sane direct ion.

Neutron in vacuum

Neutron outsfde of

colllmator's radiaL llnits

Extrâpolate along flight Path of

neutron to next intersection

¡sith collimator. If neutron's

flight path

co11lmator.

Èo target

does not

. extrapolate

plane.

intersect

position

C'o on to next neutron.
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Neutron past colllmator Extend posltlon of neutron to

the scat terln8 target Plane

uslng the direcËionaI angles.

If a neutron encounters a change in colllmâtor segments it is placed at

the lntersection of the two segments and a new Pathlength is chosen as

determined by the par¿rmeËers of the new materlal. If the materials are

the same

situation,

a boundary

for

on

at

the two collimator

average. is the sane as

all.

segments the

if the neutron

result of such a

had not encountered

4-2.6 Reactions 1n Concrete

Concrete fs used

composed of several

calculation of neutron

for the purposes of

approximation must be

extensivelY ln

elements liste<l

collimator shleldlng. Tt is

fn table (4.3) below. An exact

interactions 1n concrete is too time

this I'fonte Carlo code therefore

consuming

a suitable

The constituents of

elements 11 sted ln Èhe

calcium. lhe neutron

approprlately weighted

I{here a reactlon occurs,

e lement s proPort ional

sectlon of each element

made.

concrete have been reduced to four of the

table [0R67] ' hydrogen. oxygen silicon and

pathlength is calculated by summing the

total cross sectlons of the lndlvldual elements'

the target nucleus is chosen from the four

to both the slze of the total neutron cross

and the elements relative abundance. Once the
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terget element 1s chosen the reâctlon which the program simulates is

chosen as before.

Table (4.3) Concrete Constituents [0R67]

Elenent Concentration (g 
"*-3)

H

0 (in H20)

(in dry mix)

C

Mg

A1

Si

S

Ca

Fe

.00484

.0384

t.tI06

. r30

.00486

.0rr9

.438

.0092

. 581

.00726

l+-2.7 Neutron Beam Characteristics

The program outputs one- and two-dimensional histograms which give

informatlon on the energy and spatial characteristics of the collimated

neutron beam. the slngle dlmensional histograms illustrate the energy

dlstrlbutfon of the neutrons whfch reach the target plane distribution

of the neutrons posltlon along the x-axls in the target plane a similar

projectlon onto the y-axis. an energy distributlon of the neutrons whÍch

actuâlty strike the scattering target and the radial distribution of the
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neutrons ln the target plane. Ttre two-dimenslonal hletograns plot the

fntenstty of the neutrons as a functlon of the X and Y posltlon in the

target plane, the energy vs the angle between the central axls and the

vector connecting the centre of the target to the position of the

neutron in the target plane, and the energy vs the radius ln the tårget

pIane. By changing the characteristics of the collimator desígn the

dlfferences 1n the resultant neutron bean may be visualizeð. In this

way a optlnal neutron beam may be realized-

4-3 Testing of Monte Carlo Code

The }lonte Carlo code Ís a large and complex Progran and it is

lmportant to ascertain the accuracy of an output of a program of this

size. l'lore t ine has been spent verif ying its self -consistency than in

its actual wrlting. Many tests of which several are described below.

have been made fn an effort to ascertafn the reliability of the program

results.

It has been verified that

bearn through a slngle slab of

as the passage of the beam

thickness.

the result of the passage of a neutron

a speclfic thickness of iron is the same

through meny slabs totaling the same

Secondly. the Program has the ability

reactlons. It is llluminatlng to note the effect

^-^L -^Ã^è{^- nça¡aôô t^ r}'o n'rara'l I niôf rtrp- TnEdLTI IEéLL¡VT¡ PIU!LÞÞ LV U¡¡L

to tnhibit specific

of the contrlbution of

one test the program

at a point onwas set up to slmulate a 28.2 I'teV neutron beam originating
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one face of a 30.0 cm btock of lron. The energy distrfbution of

neutrons passlng through to the opposite slde has been calculated as a

function of the lncluslon of separate reactlon processes. The resultant

dfstributions are presented 1n flgures (4.4) through (4.7). Alt runs

used 500,000 neutrons originatfng at the production target. Since the

excluslon of reaction cross sectlons changes the pathlength and hence

the flux of neutrons reaching the target the area of each of the energy

dtstributions was normalized to 1000 counts to facilitate inspection.

The inclusion of inelast ic scattering yields the energy

distribution shovm in figure (4.4). The Íntensity of the lower ener¡ly

neutrons rises exponentally as the energy decreases from that of the

primary peak. It nay be seen in figure (4.4) that the resultant energy

distribut ion accurately reflects the probability distribution of

equation (5) used in calculating the excitation of Èhe target nucleus

following an inelastic neutron collision.

The three-body final sÈate reactfon dominates the nonelastic (tota1

neutron energies¡ninus elastic cross sections) reaction processes at

between 15 and 25 MeV. As a result the inclusion of

(figure(4.5)).large flux of lower energy neutrons

As the Q-values for the four-body final state reactions

large. the effect of the incluslon of thls reaction process

these result s in

results fn the additlon of a minor low energy

This reactlon process fs an fmportant source of

!L^Ene energy ol Ene Prrmary Deam r.Ilcr eaÞiE5 LrrE

component to

are

( f igure

the

l-ow energy neutrons

four-body flnal

quÍte

4 .6)

beam.

.As
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Figure (4.4)

Energy distribution of neutron bearn

through 30 crn of Íron with elastÍc

processes included.

af ter passing

and inelastic

Figure (4.5)

Elastic and three body final state reactions included

Figure ( 4.6)

Elastic and four body final state reactions included

Flgure (4.7)

All reaction processes included
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reaction energes as the primary process of neutron energy degradation.

The plot (ffgure 4.7) dlsplays

react lon processes . From the above

effects of each reaction process on Èhe

Èhe resul ts of lncluding a1 1

dlscusslon one Day dlscern the

energy distrlbution.

The executlon time, at the tfme of writing needed

thousand neutrons is illustrated 1n figtrre (4.8) - The

anount of CPU tlme needed by the code to follow neutrons

to process a

graph shows the

through various

DEC version oft.hicknesses of iron. The program is w¡itten

Fortran-77 but a few alterations would enable the

of Fort ran compilers .

collimator which the }lonte

in the

other types The execut ion

the type of

larger the

Carlo program

collinator the longer the executlon time.

4-4 Comparlson of COLINEUT to Experimental Results

To judge the accuracy of the program the Monte Carlo code !ùas run

for the trrro separate col limator geornetries mentioned earl ier anrl

compared to results obtained in the laboratory. The following section

depicts the manner in whlch the comparison was made and discusses the

results.

program to run on

time is dependent on

is analyzing. The

The final histograms generated

for the energy dependence ofac count

de te ct the neutrons. The relative

by the program must be corrected to

the actlvaton cross section used to

excÍtation functlon used for the

figure (4.9).63c,r(r,,3n) reaction 1s dlsplayed in
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Figure ( 4

CPU Time RequÍred by

8)

COLINEUT as a

Function of Collimator Thickness
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Figure (4.9)

Rerative energy dependency of 63cu(n,3r,)6Ic,-,

act ivat ion cross sect i on
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The intenslty distrfbutlons for the two collimator configurations

are fllustrated for both the computer sinulatfon and the experiurentally

determfned values in the fotlowlng ftgures (4.10) and (4.11). The areas

of the computer Benerated beam proffles were normalized to the areas of

the beam profiles experimentally deternined. A ratlo of experirnental to

theoretical neutron intenstties was calculated at each position a1ong

the beam profile. If the computer simulation reproduceci the

experimental data, the ratlos would be dispersed randomly arouncl the

value of one. The value of the reduced chi-square has been calculatecl

as a neasure

table (4.4).

generated by

itself along

of the accuracy of the fit. The results are presentecì in

To improve the statistics of the spatial distribution

COLINEUT the spatial dÍstríbution has been folded onto

the vertical axis whÍch bisects the neutron beam.
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Figure ( 4. t0)

Comparison of computer generated spatial distribution to

the experimentally determined spatial distribution for the

tapered collimator configuration.

Figure (4.11)

Conparison of computer generated spatial distributíon to

Ëhe experimentally deternined spatial distribution for the

gapped collimator configuration.



Fis (4.10)
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Table (4.4)

Positfon along

Bearn Face (cu¡)

1.0 t.4

t.4 1.8

I -8

Conparlson of

Deterurlned

Slnulated and Experlnentally

Spat 1al Distribut ions

0.0 0.2 1.03+.05 l.t)c+.08

0.2 0.6 .96+.04 .99+.05 .6t+.04

0.6 t.0 .96+.03 1.06+.06 .66+.01

Relative Neutron Intensfty

Tapered Colllmator Poor Collimator

Exp. Sim. Exp . S1m.

.57+ .04

.56+.04

.76+.03 .73+.05 .46+.01 .44+.04

.17+.03 .10+.02 .13+.01 .20+.03

2.2 0.0 0.0 .04+.02 . tc+.02

.,.
6 .06+.03 .06+.01

6 0 .05+.03 .06+.0t

The ftt is adequate for the tapered collimator configuration. resulting

in an reduced chi-square of 1.4. The relatlve neutron intensity was not

measured at the center of the distribution for the gapped collimator as

the interesting portion of the distribution is where the intensity falls

to zero.

The neutron profite generated by the poorer collimator hÌas only

measured on one side of the beam axis. The Monte Carlo calculation of

the spatial distributlon for the gapped collfmator reproduces both the

width and tafl of the neutron spatù, Or"aributfon. but the point at

which the fntenstty drops at Èhe edge of the main beam has not been

2

J2
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Preclsely slmulated. Thls dlfference can be attrfbuted to uncertainty

in the slze of the proton bearnspot on the production target during the

experiments. Ihe characteristics of the neutron spatial dfstributlon

r¡ere nore sensltive to the size of the proton beamspot on the neutron

productfon target for the gapped colllmator configuration. The manner

1n whlch the neutron intensfty drops as a functlon of radÍus from the

center depends on the size of the proton beanspot. As the bore of the

gapped collimator was larger Èhan that of the tapered collimator a

better fit resulted for the latter rather than for the former. Neutrons

generated at the edge of a large neutron production target have a larger

probability of reaching the scattering target for a collimator with a

large radius than for a sinilar colliurator with a sma1l radius

Therefore. the larger the bore of a collimator. the more sensitive the

neutron spatial distributlon is to the sfze of the neutron production

target.

The Monte Carlo progran did reproduce the widths of the spa t ial

of the

results

distributions for both collimator conflgurations and the tail

spatial distributfon for the gapped colli¡rator. Since the tail

from scattering of neutrons from the sides of the collimator and

neutrons penetrating the colllnator wal1s. the code does indeed simulate

the actual process of neutron collimation.

The accuracy of the flt for the flrst collfmator configuration is

encouraglng. while the poorer flt for the second conflguratlon can be

attrlbuted to uncertalnty fn the size of the proton beamspot on the

neutron productlon target. The Monte carlo program reproduces the
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general shape of of the two neutron spatlal distributlons generated by

the two colllmator configuratlons. Thfs fndicates that the Monte Carl.o

code can be used to determine the spatial distrfbutlon of a neutron beam

given the collimator configuration.

A further test of the Monte Carlo program would seem to be a

comparison of the neutron energy distributions for each of the two

collimator geometries generated by the program to those that Ltere

experinentally determined. ïhe recoil proton energy distributions have

not been compared to a computer simulation for two reasons. Firsrly,

the energy distribution of a collimated beaur is heavily dependent on the

energy distribution of the neutrons produced at the target. Since the

energy distrÍbution of the initÍal neutron beam determines the energy

distribution of the coLlinated neutron beam, any ener¡iy distribution

comparison would also be a test of the accuracy of the choice of the

ÍnitÍa1 neutron energy distributlon. Secondly. measuring the energy

distribution by detecÈing recoil protons does not resolve the primary

and secondary peak of the neutron energy distrlbution, produced by the

residual 98 nucleus.

The width of the

calculating energy

l2c(n,¿)llr reacrion

other contributions

which this was done

neutron energy distributlon has been calculated

distrlbut fons of deuterons created via

by

the

at several angles and subsequently subtracting,

to the deuteron energy distribution. The manner Ín

1s dlscussed 1n the following sectlon.
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CHAPTER 5 The l2c(n.d) I lB Reacrlon

5-l Introductlon

The 12c(n,d) I lB reactlon was studied for two reasons. Firstry 1r

was deslred to obtain a measure of the neutron energy distributíon less

influenced by kfnematic effects than (n.p) scarrering. secondly, a

measurement of

gain experience

be made with

techniques such

the deuteron angular distrlbution was nade in order to

and to determine whether or not such measurenents could

silfcon surface detectors or whether more elaborate

as wfre chambers and sclnt11lators would be necessary.

A relative, rather

angular distrÍbutlon

neasurements lrere taken

Iine, At this poÍnt

continuous measurement

had not been callbrated

the hydrogen content of

than

\^ra s

absolut e ,

made for

measurement of the deut e ron

the following reasons. The

during the construction of the neutron beam

in time. the neutron flux was monitored bv the

of the proton current in the Faraday cup. This

to give an absolute neutron flux. Additionally.

Èhe polyethylene target is known to vary from

it was

fraugh t

batch to batch. creating errors in the normalization. Therefore

felt that an absolute neasurenent of the t2C(r,,d)lls would be

with uncertainties and would be best left for future work.
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5-2 Experinental Setup

Data for the l2c(n,d) I lB rerative angular dlstrlbution

collected over two runs in Septenber of l98l and June of t982.

The

b¡e re

proton bean incident on the

sectlon (3-3.2). r,¡as measured

foil outward from the center

neutron product ion

bytarget

radÍus of the stripplng

resul t ing 1n an uncertainty in

approximately *I.5 MeV.

A simllar polyethylene

runs . Howeve r , 1t !¡a s

energy of the

as stated in

of

determinl ng the

the cyc 1ot ron

calibration bythe proton energy

-2target of 10.5 mg cm was used for both

mentioned in sect.ion 3-3 that the ratio of

hydrogen to

not affect

carbon varies

the result s

slightly

since ant ic ipated

error bars.

close to the ratio of 2 l, This di.d

effectively hidden by the statistical

variation was sl i.ght

The detectors were

the

set up in a manner slmilar to the recoil proton detector setup described

in an earlier sectlon (flgure 3.9). Table (5. l) tabulates Ehe detector

arrangements for all angles during both runs as vrell as the angle

between the target and the plane perpendicular to the beam face.
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Tabl.e (5.1) Deuteron Detector Arrangements

Lab

Angle

(dee)

Openfng Run

Angle

(dee )

Target Detectors DetecÈor

Angle Thlckness (mm)

(deg) | 2 3

3s

45

30

50

30

60

80

I40

8.4

7.2

6.4

4.4

0. 10

0. l0

0. l0

0. t0

0. l0

0. l0

0. I0

0. r0

r .00

t .00

i .00

l .00

2.00

t .00

t .00

I .00

2.OO

2.OO

2.00

2. 00

I .00

8.8 I 0. 3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

0

0

0

8.4 2 20.

2.4 2 20

4.4 2 20.

2 20.

Each detector telescope consisted of at least tr{o Ortec silicon surface

barrier deÈecÈors fn order to provide particle ldentification and

background reductlon due to neutron reections r.rithin the detectors. A

third detector L¡as used at the forward angles as a fast proton veto.

The detectors Í¡ere calibrated before and after both runs wÍth an 24lAn

alpha er¡ltter and pulser as descrlbed ln sectfon (2-3.2). Any slight

deviations of detector gain which occurred during the experlment $¡ere

accounted for durlng the final analysis.
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During the second run. the neasurement

angle to callbrate the results

rdas repeat ed at the 3Oo

to the other. Any absolute

different contents of hydrogen

final result s

discovered in the

a result of

of each

slightly

run

errors generated as

ln the two target

as a result of the

final anaIysls.

The proton

target durÍng

beneath t.he beam

proport ional to

sanples r.¡ould not have appeared in

normalÍzation. No such errors l¡ere

the

current which passed through

each run vùas measured uslng

line. The neutron flux !¡as

the neutron

the Faraday

assumed to

produc t i on

cup located

be linearly

target.the proton flux on the neutron production

5-3 Data Analysis

The gains of the detectors rdere matched before each run and checked

again after. l.linor corrections lrere made to account for the srnall

differences in Ehe detector gains in the final data analysis. The two

dimensional delta-E versus total energy spectrâ were gated to isolate

the deuterons from other particles produced in the target. A sample two

dÍmensional energy plot is Íllustrated in ffgure (5.1). The deuteron

energy spectrum vras plotted by projectlng the contents of the

two-dimensional gate onto Èhe total energy axis. A typical deuteron

energy spectrum is lllustrated in figure (5.2).

The

â strong,

neuÈron spectra contaíned a secondary

excitation of the 2.4 MeV level ir,9g

peak (figure 2.3) due to

; This secondary peak of

deuteron spectra. Anthe neutrôn sDectra l¡as reofoduced 1n the
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Figure (5.1)

Typical delta E-E two-dinensional spectrum

for discrimination of charged particles

producecl by neutron induced reactions on the

polyethylene target. The number of counts necessary

for a point to be positioned on the two-

dirnensional plot has been set to a low level

to illustrate other charged partlcles detected.

As a result. a large amount of background due

to either reactions within the detector or

scattering out

is exhibited.The

of the detector configuration

solid line represents a two-

the deuterons.dimensional gate isolat ing
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Figure (5.2)

Typical I 2c(n,d ) I ls deuteron energy spectrum

(En = 30 Mev. €L = 30o). Dashed lines

represent nethod of background subtraction.
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additional peak in the deuteron spectra occurred as a result of the

excitation of the 2.t2 MeV excfted state of lln. Each deuteron energy

tpectrum subsequently contafned a secondary maximum and a long tail

whose length and mag,nitude were unknown to any real precisÍon. The

nagnitude of the prinary peak fn each deuteron spectrum u¡ere evaluatecl

by countfng the number of events in the primary peak after removíng the

lower energy peak and tai1.

There was little unexpected backgrouncl. In a few ins tances .

brass target

fitting a

was assumecl

unwanted deuterons originated from (n.d) reactions at the

ladder itself. Backgrouncl was removed fron the spect.ra by

line to points on either side of the deuteron peak since it

that the background couLd be approximated as a linear function for the

short energy range

1n the background and

After background subÈraction

on either side of the peak. The

combinedpeak lntegration were in quadrature

charge

the peaks

and the solid angle subtended by the

various factors used to calculate the

are listed in table ( 5.2 ) .

statistical errors

for each run were

nornalized to the proton

detector configuration. The

relative angular distributlon
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Table (5.2) Raw and Corrected Deuteron Counts

Centre of Deuteron Centre of Mass

Mass Angle Count Solld Angle

(deg) (xl0-3 sr)

4.46

Charge on Correcterì

Faraday Cup Count

( Coulombs )

r.24 16.3+1.3

1.3r t5.2+r .2

t.3l i2.4+l.l

r.24 11 .8+l . l

14.9+2.7

35.1

40. I

52.2

57.8

35.1

68.8

90. 0

r46.5

337

33r

271

244

125

r56

55

t2

4.39

4.23

4.r4

4 .46 r.32

2.54 r.32 I I .0+l .4

2.59 1.32 3. 38+. 5 1

.7 8+ .25t.72 t.32

Sfnce the neutron energy distribution produced by the 9S"(p n)9S

reaction contains a secondary peak in the energy spectrum produced by an

excited ståte Ír, 9¡ at 2.4 MeV, the resultant peak in the deuteron

energy specÈra could not be resolved from the 2.12 MeV excited state of

t l¡. Therefore, the contributions of each excited state to the

rnagnitude of the secondary minlmum of the deuteron energy spectrum

(figure 5.2) could not be determined. As a result, the relative angular

dfstrlbution of only the deuterons leaving the residual nucleus in the

ground state were extracted. This problern will disappear as soon as the

lithiu¡n target 1s installed as the neutron productlon target.
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5-q Results

5-4.1 Neutron Bean EnergY SPread

To calculate the widths of the neutron energy distributlon. one can

neasure the energy distrfbutlon of deuterons created by the l2C(n ¿)llS

reaction. If all contrtbutlons to the energy distribution of the

deuteron spectrum are known. the energy distributlon of the neutron beam

nay be deterrnined. The resolution of the deuteron peak is determined by

several factors: the energy distribution of the prirnary Proton beam.

the energy loss of the proËon beam in the neutron production target, the

energy loss of the deuterons ín the polyethylene target r and the

kinematic energy spread caused by the fÍnite opening angle of the

detectors. The following paragraphs describe the shape. nagnitude and

effect of each of Èhe contrlbutors to the deuteron energy resolution-

and usÍng this result the calculation of the width of the neutron

energy distributjon.

beam (sect ion 3-2) .

at the location of the CH2 scattering target. The detecEor

neutron beam

resulted in

the neutron

2.5 crn wide

ac cep t ance

and the area

additional

From the earlier studY of the spatial distribution of

known that the neutron bearn wasít was

angle caused by both the diameter of the

viewed by each charged part icle detector

contributions to t.he energy spread in the

ape ct ra .

detected deuteron energy
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The contrfbuÈions to the klnesratlc energy spread from Èhis source

are tabulated below ln table (5.3) for each detector.

Table ( 5. 3) Cont rlbut ions to Deut eron Energy l.Jid th

Lab Angle Run

(dee)

35

45

30

50

Deu t e ron

Energy Loss

wi thin Target

(Mev)

.78

.94

.74

l.l

1.0

r.5

.94

2.0

t

Detector Openlng Kinematic Energy

angle (deg) Spread (MeV)

8.8

30

60

80

140

8.2

7.6

6.4

8.4

4.4

2.4

4.4

.42

.54

.34

.44

.41

.33

.18

- 15

2

2

2

2

Both the deuteron energy loss withln the target and the energy

spread due to the angular acceptance of the detectors contributed

essentiall-y square distributions to the original neutron energy

distribution. Sfnce the shape and width of all contributions to the

deuteron energy distributíon are known except for the neutron energy

dlstribution, lts wldth may be calculated once a distribution model is

assumed. Slnce lts shape fs not kno¡sn. llmlts on fts width may be

determined by assumfng square and gaussian distributions. A short Monte
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Carlo progran was written to

calculaÈe the second moment

and gaussian dlstrfbutlons anrìsum square

around the

1n table (5.4) show the wldths of

t he thro mode 1s used. necessary

distribut ion weredeuteron energy

mean of the result. the values

the neutron energy dlstributlon for

so the fndividual contrlbutions to Ehe

consistent r.¡ith the experimental 1y

Results of the

of the angles at

statístics were ofdeuteron spectra urere taken. At other angles

determlned variance of the deuteron energy distrlbutlon.

ene rgy

wh ich

width calculatlons have been obtained for four

insufficient quality to extract meaningful results.

Table ( 5.4) Neutron Energy Width

Lab Angle Deuteron Peak

( dee ) Rl'lS (MeV)

Neutron Peak

Gauss i an Square

FWHM (MeV) t¡idth (MeV)

.72+.03 l.0l+.0635.0

45.0

30.0

50.0

.93+.03

l.i3+.05

I .08+. 04

t.0t+.04

.8Í.06

-92+.04:
.63+.06

1.20+.09

t . 33+.08

0990+

The errors of the neutron prirnary peak wÍdth utere

calculating the range of values of the peak width which"

wlth the uniform energy spreads, matched the ranges of the

wid ths .

determinecl by

when combined

deuteron peak
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5-4.2 I2c(r,.d) I lB Angular Disrrtburlon

Figure (5.3) presents the experlmental relatlve angular

distribut lon of the outgolng deuterons fotlowing the I 2c(n .¿ ) I I s

reacEion. The two polnts at 30o are wtthin experimental error of each

other. therefore no normalization of the two sets of data with respect

to each other was made. As there were no other data available for the

l2c(n,d)llB reaction at a similar energy. the data r¡¡ere normalized to

the charge symmetric (l2c(p.d)llC ICH67]) reaction. The normalization

factor was found by minimÍzing the chf-square between the experimental

point s and the snoothed charge symmet ric react ion. The angular

distribution of the charge symnetric reaction plotted in figure (5.3)

has been srnoothed by íntegratÍng along the curve over the detector

opening angles ¡oarked on Èhe graph. A large degree of the structure has

been removed fron the differential cross section because of the large

opening angles of the detectors and it is clear that better resolution

is desÍred.
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Figure ( 5. 3)

ReLative angular distribution of deuterons from the

l2c(n.d)llB reaction normalized to the charge

synmetric (P d) reaction.
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CHAPTER 6 FUTURE I}4PROVEMENTS

Thls analysis of the neutron beam riras undertaken during its

constructlon to determine several of its fundamental Parameters to Pave

the way for further improvement. In thls sectfon. a brief discussion on

the modifications to the bearn ccomplished in the past or planned for the

near future fs given.

As nentioned previously the beryllium target has

replaced by a 1.0 mur llthium neutron production target.

neutron beam will have å compârabIe intensity as before

wÍthin an inproved energy resolution (figure 2.3),

As noted in chapter 5

is not feasible to reduce

better resolution is desired. However. it

the opening angle of the

time neededcorresponding

statistics.

increêse in experi¡nental

recently been

The subsequent

but conf ined

detectors due to the

to achieve simÍ 1ar

are 1n the offing,

will be needed

Improvements Ín the cyclotron current

yet it is

with wire

felt that detectors wíth larger solid angles

chambers for path reconstruction.

Presently protons (and any other charged part icles produced )

emerging from the neutron production target are sltept out of the neutron

beam by a s\¡reep magnet placed downstream of the neutron prorìuct ion

Ear¡let. However, protons Eay rarely pick up an electron at the

downstream face of the târg,et. The resulting neutral hydrogen atom is

not deflected by the magnetic field as it passes through the sweep

magnet and subsequently passes lnto the collimator- Slnce only some

2xl0-4 neutrons are created per incldent 30 MeV proton lncident on a I-0
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Me\¡ thfck neutron producrfon target [8469] the production of

large number ofatoms does not have to be large to create a

which can contaminate the neutron beam. To remove the neutrals

beam a thfn fo1l will be placed r¡1thÍn the

hyd r oge n

neutrals

from the

where the deflected protons will not sÈrlke it

pass through and be stripped of their electrons.

will be of sufficient magnitude to deflect the charged

the neutron beam.

sweep magnet in a position

but where neutrals will

The rnagnetic field

part icles out of

A large amount of effort has recently been directed at locating the

sources of gamma ray background. Experiments utilizing scintillators

require as 1o\.r a gamma ray background as can be achieved. Recently.

I0-20 cm of paraffin loaded with sodium tetraborate decahydrate (borax)

have been added outside the lead shielding surrounding Ëhe production

target to absorb thermal neutrons. The gamma ray background has been

greatly reduced frorn its orlginal value by adopting such measures.

In addition to the added shielding materlal hTork is underway on

the lab createthe design of a

a large amount

seattering and

be constructed

neutron beam durnp. Neutrons emitted into

of background in the experimental area due inelastical

(n,gamma) capture reactions. The neutron beam dump will

frorn paraffin surrounded by boron loaded paraffin to

absorb the neutrons. Additional shielding uray be added

supPress gamma rays.

therrnalize

to further

and
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The proton beam pulse out

sllghtiy with respect to the

although the nagnftude of thls

provide a rellable reference

devi ce

of the cyclotron is thought to dri ft

cyclotron radlofrequency reference pulse.

drift has not been deteruined. To

polnt for tine-of-flight rneasurements. a

has been placed in the beanllne upstream

a neutron beam nonitor

beam will

capacltive tine plck-off

of the neutron productlon target.

The neutron collimator will be redesfgned to reduce the flux of

neutrons out of the main beam. The design effort will be aided by the

Monte Carlo progrâm discussed in thfs thesis.

Plans are being made for the development of

A cont inuous monitor of the neutron beam

accurate representation

current 1n the Faraday

of the beam than a measurement

requiring precise measurements

is expected that a prototype

August 1983.

provide a more

of the proton

cup. Expe r inent s

feasible. Itof neutron flux wÍll then be

neutron flux monitor wifl be tested in late
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CONCLUSION

Ihe prelfnfnary meesurements of the parameters of the

Hanitoba neutron beam have been conpleted. The lntenslty

beryllium target was

at the scattering target I

beam with the

CHAPTER 7

( 3.6+. 2 )x 104

orlgi nal natural

-r -r -2nuA'sec^cm

the neutron productlon target. An upper

the neutron energy distribution has bee

Univers i ty of

of the neutron

calculated as

.9 m away from

and lower limÍt on the width of

determined,

A Monte Carlo code. COLINEUT has been written to slmulate the

neutron beam. Comparlsons of the results of the sinulation to

experimental work indicate that the program is sufficiently accurate to

permiE its use in future design work on a neutron collirnator.

The prelimÍnary work on the

the neasuretrents descrÍbed in

neutron beam has

this thesis. lhe

been conpleted with

values calculated here

were instrumental in the evolution of the neutron beam.
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Appendlx A

Acrfvatlon Technlque: Calculatlon of Neutron F.Iux

The dffferential equatlon descrlbfng the bulldup of a nuclide in a

target sarnpJ.e befng frradlated 1s as follows

( À1)
dN

-=dr OoxI ÀN

nucleon decaY consÈanÈ 1,u.-l
-lmaterial densitY (cm ",

reaction cross section ("rn2)

target thrckness (cm)

neutron intensity (sec-l)
number of activated nucl-ei

Assuming that the neutron flux is directly proportfonal Ëo the Proton

current on the neuÈron productlon terget multiplled by a geometric

factor to eccounc for the spatial distributlon of the beam, the neutron

lntensity can be wrltten as:

I R(r)I (A2 )

from center
(cm)

After solvlng (Al)

n

p

À

I
o

x

I

IJ

¡t
(r)
r': radial. distance

of neutron beam

9l



t
lr (t)exp(Àt')dt'
o'

(A3 )

lf rhe target is re¡noved frosr the bean and placed in position where

garnna rays emitted by decaying nuclei nay be detected, the number

detected gaoma rays is given by the following relation:

N. (r,t, ,t.,t ) =YDEA

EN(r,t
b ) exp (-Àttl (r-.xp (-Àta))

detector eff iciency
time samp).e under beam (sec)
transport time (sec )

anaLysis time (sec)

(A4 )

Solving for the spatial inÈenstty distribution, R(r)

t,l

N (r, t ) R(r)oox exp(-Àt)

t

the

of

t
t
t
t

b

a

(r,tOrÈart")
R(r)

b

I
0

]..o 
(-Àt.l (r-exp (-It.) )coOx exP (-Àt

b
I (t)exP(Àt)dt

p

(As )

The solutfon roay be sfrnplffied slightly lf a few approxlmatfons are

made. îf the cine Èaken to Eranspori the iarBec io a B¿¡mItra ray detecror
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fs such that the factor of ta multiplied by the decay constant

snal Ier Èhan I .0 , the negative exponentfal containlng

neglected. Also, ff the relative, rather than the absolut.e,

fs to be calculated, all constant factors can be removed from

(45). The integral of equation (45) rnay be reduced to a

approxfmatíon by subdfvlding tO lnto N lntervals and summing as

tr

1s mr¡clr

ca n bc,

lntens i ty

equa t i on

numerical

f ollows:

t
b

I
0
r (t)

p
exp (Àt)dt

N (r,t

N

Il"*n(Àôt)rLArì
',t Prr )

=l

(A6 )

(A7 )

i

The relative neutron flux can then be calculat.ed

't )R(r) Y
Lp a

exp (-l rb, [-i.,,.*o ¡ÀÂt) iro,ra.) 
J,r-.*o 

(-Àta)
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Appendix B

Cornputer Generated Probabili ty DistribuÈ ions

On several. occasfons within COLINEUT, a random val.ue nust be

calculated based on some probability distribution. In the following

section, the mânner ln whlch such a random value may be calculated is

s hown .

Ttre probability distribution, P(x),

uniform probability distribution between

on the uniform distribution berween zero

'x' on P(x ) between 1 ts Lowe r and

respect ively.

must be transforued into a

0.0 and 1.0. Each vaIue, 'n' 
,

and one must represent a value

uppe r limi ts, 'a' and 'b' ,

An inrerval along the uniform distribution, 'd.' , must be

associated wlth an intervaL 'dx' along the distribution, P(x). The

relaEive magnitude of 'dn' as compared to 'dx' is directly proPorc.ional

to the probability that a value 'x'v¡ould be chosen within the interval

'dx' according to the probabiliCy function P(x). This can be expressed

as follows :

P(x)dx (Bt )dn =
P(x)dx

Let N equal the normal ization const.ant found in the denomlnator of

b

I
a

9¿1



equation (Bl). Equatlon (Bl) can be rewrltten as

(B2)

A value withfn the unfforur distribution. n.may be associated Ltith a

value, x, of P(x) by integratlng the left hand side of (82) between 0

and n. and integrating the ríght hand side between the upper ancl lower

limits of P(X)'
x

q

N

Therefore

do
dx

-kr
N

do J*' -dx'

n

ï
o

x

n .:. t
o

Ptxl dx

P(*') d*'

(B3)

(84)

N

Let
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G (*) P 1x') dx'
x

r
c)

I

(Bs)

(B6)

(87)

The re fore

l"l: G (*\ - Q(o)
N

a n

-lLetting Q'denote the inverse function. the final resulÈ may be written

in the following manner'

b

\p
J
a

X ('i) d^' G-(-+

For example, the distance a neutron passes through a material obeys an

exponentlal probabllity distributlon'
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F (x) exg(-opx)
x: neutron
O : neutrOn
O : materral

flight drstance (cm)

total cross section (crn
-3.density (cm -)

(e)

(88)

(Be)

2

The integral of the function ls calcuLated between the upper and lower

lirnits:

J
0

Lexp(-oox)dx
OC

The discance can then be calculated as follows

-t In (n )

n: random number between O and l"
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